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DVIGear Launches DisplayPort Cables Supporting 4K / 60Hz
Expands Line of High Performance Copper Cables
Marietta, Georgia – October 2, 2014 – DVIGear, a leading manufacturer of digital connectivity products, has
announced the introduction and immediate availability of High Resolution™ DisplayPort Copper Cables. These
cables are designed to transport DisplayPort signals with bit rates up to 21.6 Gbps. over cable lengths of up to 15
meters (~ 50 ft.). These cables support uncompressed DisplayPort resolutions up to 4096x2160 / 60 Hz.
Engineered to Support Ultra High Resolutions at Long Distances
Long distance transport of high resolution DisplayPort signals over copper cables must overcome several
challenges, such as insertion loss, differential skew and jitter. Insertion loss is caused by cable capacitance, which
acts as a low-pass filter, blocking higher frequency signal components from passing. Skew occurs when the
differential DisplayPort signals get delayed and become out of phase as they pass over a long cable. Both factors
contribute to increased digital jitter, which degrades the performance of the cable. This jitter becomes more severe
with higher resolutions, higher bit rates and longer cable distances. Conventional cables that support lower
resolutions at short distances are often unable to support the data rates required by higher resolutions at longer
distances. The resulting video can be disrupted by visual artifacts or may not be visible at all.
To overcome these challenges, DVIGear’s HR™ Series DisplayPort Cables are constructed using heavy gauge
24AWG copper wires that provide superior ruggedness and durability. The heavier wire gauge has increased
cross-sectional cable area, as well as decreased capacitance and lower differential skew, which allows high speed
signals to pass with minimal jitter. These features enable cable lengths of up to 15 meters (~ 50 ft.) with full
compliance with DisplayPort 1.2 signal parameters.
Comprehensive Line of HDMI, DVI, and DisplayPort Copper Cables
For many years, system integrators, designers and consultants across the globe have trusted DVIGear’s line of
copper cables thanks to their unsurpassed performance and reliability. This comprehensive line supports high
resolution HDMI, Single-Link DVI, Dual-Link DVI, and DisplayPort signals over long distances. When coupled with
DVIGear's Active Cable Extender (ACE™) unit, the Super High Resolution (SHR™) Series HDMI, DVI, and DVIDL cables support cable lengths up to 60 meters (~ 200 ft.). All these cables are available in a wide range of
lengths for immediate delivery.
About DVIGear
Founded in 1999, DVIGear (www.dvigear.com) is a leading supplier of Digital Connectivity Solutions for a wide
range of professional display applications. Located in Marietta, Georgia, DVIGear offers an extensive portfolio
of high performance digital video distribution products including: Digital Matrix Routing Switchers, Splitters,
Extenders, Converters, Scalers, as well as long-length copper and optical cables.
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